Diverse types of review studies based on their approach to retrieving and summarizing original findings
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Abstract

**Background:** We are living in an era in which different branches of science are growing very rapidly. Therefore, retrieving and summarizing all new valid findings on a specific subject is one of the most important priorities of scientists. The aim of the present article is to categorize different review studies within the health domain based on their approach to retrieving and summarizing original findings.

**Methods:** The most relevant articles have been selected and summarized in order to accomplish the aim of the study.

**Results:** Narrative reviews, systematic reviews, meta-analyses from published data, and individual participant data meta-analyses are different types of review studies. More recently, prospectively planned pooled analyses have also been introduced.

**Conclusions:** Diverse types of review studies have been developed one by one over the course of time based on their approaches to retrieving and summarizing original findings. Therefore, they have their own especial applications and scientists of different disciplines need to know their advantages and disadvantages.
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Introduction

We are living in an era in which different branches of sciences are growing rapidly. Therefore, retrieving and summarizing all new valid findings on a specific subject is one of the most important priorities of scientists. Review studies with the aim of retrieving and summarizing original findings in a specific field are an important reflection of the scientific community in response to this growing demand.

However, in order to obtain better results from review studies, the method of carrying out such studies has substantially changed over time (1-9). These substantial changes mostly occur in a review study’s method of retrieving and summarizing original articles in a specific domain. The aim of the present article is to categorize different review studies based on their approach to retrieving and summarizing original articles.

Methods

The most relevant articles have been selected and summarized in order to accomplish the aim of the study.

Results

Narrative reviews, systematic reviews, meta-analyses from published data, and individual participant data meta-analyses are different...
types of review studies. More recently, prospectively planned pooled analyses have also been introduced. In what follows, these diverse types of studies plus their advantages and disadvantages will be discussed.

1. Narrative or traditional review
The first and most well-known reviews are narrative or traditional reviews in which usually an expert in a given subject retrieves and summarizes original articles. In this traditional format, the reviewers usually do not specify their strategy of search. In other words, reviewers do not give the details of their literature review, and as a result, other people are not able to follow their search strategy and produce the same results (10, 11).
This could be referred to as the first Achilles’ heel of the traditional reviews and has caused a number of criticisms. The second Achilles’ heel of a traditional review is that it only produces a qualitative and not a quantitative result. In order to tackle the first shortcoming of narrative reviews, the scientific community invented the second type of review which is called systematic review.

2. Systematic review
Contrary to narrative review, a reviewer in a systematic review gives sufficient details of his/her search strategy in order to make a systematic review able to be scrutinized precisely and be reproducible by other scientists (12–15).
Therefore, in materials and methods of a systematic review, the search strategy (i.e., search engines, keywords, and time frame), hand searching, and exclusion and inclusion criteria set for selecting the original articles are explained in detail. Such a detailed search strategy aims at removing the first shortcoming of the traditional reviews and makes the results of a systematic review less biased and more valid and reliable.
However, still some argue that the results of a systematic review, like a traditional review, are qualitative. We need to quantify the results to better inform others about the latest scientific findings (e.g., in what order, and how much the exposure changes the outcome). This led the scientific community to inventing the third type of review, which is called meta-analysis from published data.

3. Meta-analysis from published data
Meta-analysis from published data was invented to tackle the qualitative summarizing of traditional and systematic reviews. The chief aim of such studies, therefore, is to produce a quantitative pooled estimate by applying statistical methods (16, 17).
The method of retrieving original papers in a meta-analysis is like that of a systematic review. However, in a meta-analysis, the investigator will try to produce a figure with its confidence interval to quantify the relation between the exposure and the outcome.
Nevertheless, meta-analysis from published data also has some weaknesses. For instance, it might be possible that the retrieved papers only consist of those original papers that found a significant relation between the exposure and outcome. This is referred to as publication bias and might jeopardize meta-analyses as well as systematic and traditional reviews. However, there are statistical methods, such as funnel plot, which help investigators to determine the possibility, and also, the extent of the publication bias (18, 19).
There is another important Achilles’ heel for meta-analysis the extent of which depends
on the amount of the heterogeneity between the original retrieved studies. Usually, original studies apply different methods to quantify the relation between the exposure and outcome. Similarly, they might investigate the relation between exposure and outcome within different settings, and diverse age and sex groups. If there are heterogeneities between original studies, then, producing a quantitative pooled estimate would not be suggested.

4. Individual participant data meta-analysis

Individual participant data meta-analysis was invented to tackle some of the shortcomings of meta-analysis from published data. This method is ideal for removing heterogeneities between original studies (20-24). In this type of review, the technique of retrieving original papers is similar to that of systematic review and meta-analysis from published data. However, after selecting the original papers, the investigators contact the corresponding author of each original retrieved paper to introduce themselves and explain their plan of study, and then, ask for raw data. The aim of this type of meta-analysis is to collect raw data from original studies, and then, to combine those raw data in a way to minimize the possibility of any heterogeneities. By doing this the investigators are not only able to decrease the possibility of any heterogeneity between individual studies, but also to increase the power of their study in order to detect any significant relations between the exposure and the outcome. However, the extent of success in such meta-analyses is related to the quality of raw data of each original study.

5. Prospectively planned pooled analysis

In practice, individual participant data meta-analysis would be very difficult to implement (25). Therefore, scientists invented a new type of study which is called prospectively planned pooled analysis (26-29).

In this new type of investigation, which is not a review study, high-quality original studies with similar design and reporting guidelines are carried out in different communities. The chief aim of such a design is to minimize the heterogeneities between studies. As a result, it is hoped that prospectively planned pooled analysis will help alleviate many problems of individual participant data meta-analyses.

Publication guidelines for diverse types of review studies

It is worth mentioning that there are, at the very least, two main publication guidelines for diverse types of review studies. The first guideline which is called the Quality of Reporting of Meta-analyses (QUOROM Statement) has been released in 1996. This guideline has primarily focused on the reporting of meta-analyses of randomized controlled trials (30).

The second guideline which is called the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses (PRISMA Statement) is a revision of the QUOROM Statement and has been released in 2009. This guideline has addressed several theoretical and practical progresses in the science of systematic reviews (31). Publication guidelines have been developed to help researchers for optimal reporting of diverse types of studies. Nevertheless, my personal experiences indicate that it is better to extend the application of such publication guidelines to cover the designing stage and protocol writing of each relevant study (32).
Concluding remarks

Diverse types of review studies have been developed one by one over time based on their approaches to retrieving and summarizing original findings. Therefore, they have their own especial applications and scientists of different disciplines need to know their advantages and disadvantages.
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